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90 Dirt D-Fender Wheel Arch Extension
Available to fit front and rear wheel arches for both 90 Vehicles.  Dirt D-Fenders are a neat 
little product that have been designed to prevent that annoying splash of MUD ‘leakage’ 
down the side of your Defender from the gap that exists

Fits : DEFENDER 90 $96.00

MUD Cubby Box Bin
The MUD cubby Box Bin is a simple but effective way of creating extra storage space in 
the cabin of your Defender.  The MUD cubby Box Bin simply fixes to the rear face of your 
cubby box with the supplied screws to create an easy access storage bin for both front and 
rear seat occupants.

Fits : DEFENDER $78.00

Defender Rear Door Gas Strut (post 2002)
Gas assisted ram action makes the rear door opening easier as well as preventing the door 
from inadvertently swinging shut. The Defender rear Door Gas strut offers a greater level 
of practicality and safety when parked on an incline, whilst loading or whenever your 
Defender is stationary with the door open.

Fits : DEFENDER (post 02) $169.00

MUD Defender Roof Console
roof console to fit all Defenders without a sunroof.  The MUD Defender roof console 
offers a unique storage solution for the Land rover Defender in providing additional over-
head roof storage as well as a single DiN provision in one unit.

Fits : DEFENDER $445.00

MUD Defender Tunnel Tray - R380
Tunnel Tray to fit r380 gearbox available for either right or Left Hand Drive.  The MUD Tun-
nel Tray has been designed to fit on top of the transmission tunnel of all Defenders fitted 
with the r380 gearbox (300Tdi and Td5 models).

Fits : DEFENDER $85.00

Gauge Pod
3 or 2 Gauge Pod.  The Gauge Pod is available in two different options with both being 
designed to accept the standard size 52mm diameter gauges.  These are a universal 
aftermarket gauge pod so we Do NoT supply them with any Defender specific mountings. 
They do however offer an easy way of mounting gauges into the standard pre 07 Defend-
er dashboard. simply screw the Gauge Pod into the top of the dashboard.  The Gauge Pod 
will also mount on the underside of the dashboard above the fusebox.
Fits : DEFENDER (pre 07) $28.00/38.00
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GMB Bonnet Security Hinges
GMB-Mount Defender Bonnet/ Hood security Hinges.  Available in black or stainless 
steel finish suitable for painting.  The hinges features a PoM (Polyoxymethylene) insert 
and each hinge kit is supplied with stainless steel fasteners.  A unique feature of the 
GMB-Mount Bonnet Hinge is the facility for fitting the dedicated GMB-Mount Hi-Lift jack 
brackets.

Fits : DEFENDER $298.00

GMB-Mount Hi-Lift Jack Mount
Hi-Lift jack carrier to fit our Defender security hinges.  A unique feature of the GMB-Mount 
Defender security Hinge design is a feature that allows the fitting of an optional Hi-Lift 
jack carrier.  The Hi-Lift is attached to the brackets using wing-nuts provided.

Fits : DEFENDER $192.00

Heavy Duty Handle
ideal for fastening to sand Ladders & Waffle Boards.  constructed from 25mm wide nylon 
webbing, each handle features a tough rubberised grip and a pair of moulded anchor 
brackets for fixing directly to your waffle or sand-ladder.

Fits : All Models $18.00

MUD Curry Hook
Hook that fixes to dashboard or anywhere else you wish. No more footwell spills or mess.  
Allows you to hang your shopping bag.

Fits : All Models $6.00

MUD Mini Pod
The Mini Mud Pod is another MUD designed solution that solves the problem of how/
where to mount extra switches, controls and gauges into the Defender dashboard.  The 
external dimensions of the Mini Mud Pod measures: (w) 228mm x (d) 104mm x (h) 84mm

Fits : DEFENDER $72.00

MUD POD
The Mud Pod is another MUD designed solution that solves the problem of how/where 
to mount extra switches, controls and gauges into the Defender dashboard.  The external 
dimensions of the Mud Pod measures: (L) 340mm x (D) 109mm x (H) 80mm

Fits : DEFENDER $87.50
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MUD Puma Pod
The MUD Puma Pod provides a solution to fitting extra switches and controls into the  2.4 
& 2.2 Tdci (Puma) Defender dashboard. The MUD Puma Pod is available in two different op-
tions.  Blank MUD Puma Pod - with no cutouts or MUD Puma Pod & 6-gang mount which 
is supplied with a pre-cut aperture to accept a carling Technologies 6-switch gang mount. 
The carling 6-switch Gang Mount is supplied with the Puma Pod.

Fits : DEFENDER (Puma) $78.85

Puma Glovebox
Glovebox to fit post 2007 Defenders using the existing dashboard lid.  superbly practical 
addition to any Post 2007 (2.4 & 2.2) Land rover Defender. This kit creates a useful storage 
‘glovebox’ within the Puma model dashboard within minutes. All fixings are supplied.

Fits : DEFENDER (Puma) $188.85

MUD Defender Rear Door Trim
The MUD Defender rear Door Trim is a one piece moulding that fits all pre-2002 Defender.  
Available in Black or Dark Grey.

Fits : DEFENDER (pre 02) $285.00

Visor Net
Visor net to fit to any vehicle. Available in Grey or Black.  Useful mesh net for attaching 
to the sun-visor of your vehicle. elasticated tubular section mesh net wraps around the 
sun-visor.

Fits : All Models $29.95

MUD Puma Heat Deflector (MUD PHD)
The MUD Puma Heater Deflector solves the problem of that crude and annoying blast of 
hot air to your lower legs in all Puma engine Defenders  (2007 onwards, 2/2.4Tdci).  The 
PHD moulding fixes easily in place using the supplied push-fit fasteners and can be fitted 
in 5-minutes.  All you need is a 4.5mm drill. Position the PHD. Drill the fixing holes in the 
lower dash section and fix the PHD in place using the push-fit fasteners.

Fits : DEFENDER (Puma) $85.00

GMB Defender 2nd Row Door Extension Kit
Another top quality German designed and manufactured product by our colleagues at 
GMB-Mount. These simple yet clever brackets increase the angle of the 2nd row door 
opening on all Land rover Defender 110 station Wagon and 110/130 Double-cab models.  
With the brackets fitted, the 2nd row doors will now open to almost 90-degrees, greatly 
improving passenger entry and egress from the vehicle as well as making the loading of 
large cargo items easier.  Manufactured from stainless-steel, the GMB Defender 2nd row 
Fits : DEFENDER (All 4/5 Door) $165.00
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MUD Defender Console
The MUD centre console solves the problem of where to mount those extra switches 
and gauges in the Defender dashboard without having to resort to a homemade DiY 
dashboard.  The MUD Defender console is supplied as a blank moulding to provide the 
user with the flexibility to create their own unique dash layout that best satisfies their 
requirements.  each MUD console comes complete with a steel mounting frame including 
end-plates, all fixings required and an easy-to-follow fully illustrated step-by-step fitting 
Fits : DEFENDER $110.00

All prices valid as at 30/12/2014


